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FIGS 1-:3 
In the course of a study of body-form in the False Killer Whale, PseudoY'ca 
n'[(.,ssidens (Owen, 1846), it appeared expedient to attempt to estimate the length 
of the neonatus by the indirect method of comparison with the neonatal-adult ratio 
of length in other Cetacea. A cursory survey of the literature shows the length 
of the newly born young is said to vary in different species from about twenty 
to about fifty per cent of that of the adult animal. Among the Mystacoceti, at any 
Tate in the case of the larger, commercially more important species, the mean 
lengths of calf and adult are known with a fair measure of precision; and it is 
usually stated (e.g., Pearson, 1936) that in this suborder length at birth is 25-30 
jJer cent of the maximum length. Among a number of the Odontoceti, our knowledge 
of which in this respect is less extensive and less reliable, these percentages are 
known at times to be considerably exceeded. There does not appear to be, however, 
at least in literature available to the writer, any account of a systematic attempt 
to seek a generalised expression of a pos,;ible correlation between the two magnitudes 
in a group of species. Investigations made in connexion with the special problem 
noted above soon disclosed the probable existence, among a small series of delphinids, 
of a significant linear regression of natal length upon adult length; and further 
consideration has led to the interesting suggestion that the relation may well have 
a broad (quite possibly an order-wide) applieability. 
The purposes of the present paper arC', first, to determine, on the basis of what 
appear to be the best available data for ten species of whales, the regression 
equation of length of neonatus on length of adult, and, secondly, to examine some 
of the biological implications of the relationship so formulated. Species dealt with 
are the Common Porpoise, Phool1ena phocaena Linne, 1758; Common Dolphin, 
Delphinus deZphis (Linne, 1758) ; White-heaked Dolphin, Lngenorhynchus [(.Zbir'Ostris 
(Gray, 184G); Bottle-nosed Dolphin, Tursiops truncuins (Montagu, 1815); Sperm 
'iNhale, Physeter catoc1on Linne, 1758; Humpback Whale, Megaj}tent nodosa 
(Bonnaterre, 1789); Piked Whale 01' Lesser Rorqual, BaZaenopte1'(( ncutOl'ostra,ta 
Lacepede, 1804; Sei Vvhale or Rudolphi's Rorqual, Baincnoptera, oO?"6alis (Lesson, 
1828); Fin Whale or Common Rorqual, Balaenoptera physnlu.s (Linne, 1758); Blue 
'''hale or Sibbald's ROl'qual, Balaenoptera. musculus (Linne, 1758). 
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1. Equation of Regression of Neonatal Length, 1" on ~\dult Lenglh, [, 
1) l a t 
(a) SOl/n,es of D[(ta~ An ech,dic survey of accessible information OIl length 
at birth, L, and mlult length, L, in th" ten selecipd species yields Llw pntl'ic"s 
J' { (j, t 
in th,~ first two numerical eo]umns of Table 1. F01' the first foul' spceies listed the 
values adopted are those~;iven by conjeetliraI growth curves (unpublished), alTlved 
at by an analysis of the valuable records of British strandings by Hanner (lD27): 
estimatc)s for the remaining six spedes are based chiefly on dimensions recorded 
by Matthews (1987, [£1;38((, 19;18b), Laurie (1937), Pearson (Ul3!)), Wheeler 
(19:1O, 1!J:34) , Mackintosh aml Wheele1' (H!29), HarTner (1927, _1929), Lillie (1915), 
Beddanl (IDOO), Gray (1861i) ~ 
(b) Rcgn:ssiun Rqa.ulio)!, On being graphed tlw ten variates fall approximately 
along a straight line (Fig~ 1); [01' which, with dimensions in centimetres, the best 
fit is 
[, 0,244J L + 44'0 (1) 
p t it t 
Values of natal length computed from this equation are entered in the third 
numerical col umn of the table, It will be seen the fit is very dose, diverg'ences 
ranging from O~3 to 20·0 (mean 8~8) cm., or fronl O~2 to 8·9 (mean ;3~2) pel' cent. 
A test of the significance of the regression coefficient gives t = 55'13; the correlation 
coefficient is r = + O'!)!)9, or z = + 3~60. 
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II~lG, l.---Rcg'l'ession oj' neonatal length CIl" adult length in ten sp2cies of whales, 
(c) Degree of Rel-iability, and St(!,t~8t'iccLl N niUl'6, of Equ[(tion~ In the present 
imperfect state of our knowledge, the selection of the data for analysis necessarily 
involves a subjective element; and the high value, of t obtained would seem to 
suggest the danger of bias towards the choice of estimates of a 'favourable' size 
may perhaps not have beAn wholly avoided~ Even with all necessary allowances 
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rJ;'lade, however, there Lall be little doubt thel'e subsists, at least among the spec:ies 
E"xamined, a good measure of correlation: furth81', it s(;ems highly probable the 
eonstants of the function as determined are of the right order of magnitude. 
An indication of the extent of the swinging effect exerted by the maximum 
"7aI'iate, whow extreme position lends it much weight, is afforded by the fact that, 
with adult length for the Blue vVhale set at 2700 (all other variates remaining 
unchanged), the equation of the best straight line becomes 
L ~,= 0·24G7 L 42·8 (2) 
]J tnt 
\;Vith this equation the dis(Tepancies between assigned and calculated values of 
natal length are 1'8-22'1, mean 7·5, em., or 0·7-()·D, mean 2'8, per cent; t = 85<36. 
vVith adult Blue Whale length at 2GUO (which seems low), but other variates 
nnchanged, the equation becomes 
L 0·2512 L + 8D'D 
1J t a, t. 
Discrepancies here are 0'2-26'H, mean G'O, em., or 0'1-7·8, mean 2':-3, per cenL 
For purposes of discussfon equation (1) is throughout accepted as definitive. 
The relationship as formulated in the regression has, of course, purely a 
statistical validity. Notable differences in adult size between male and female 
are familial' in many species: to what extent, if any, sexual size-differences 
eharacterise neonatal animals is uncertain (the onset of lineal' differentiation is 
set between weaning and sexual maturity in Blue and Fin Whales by Mackintosh 
and Wheeler (1D2H) , and in the Humpback Whale and the Sei Whale by Matthews 
(If);)7, 19:38b) ; and at sexual maturity in the Sperm Whale by Matthews (19:-380): 
there is, however, some evidence to suggest that some at least of these estimates, 
which involve a period of from 8 to 15 months after birth, postdate the event). 
The convention has here been followed of taking as the definitive adult length an 
estimate of the maximum length generally (not uniquely, or exceptionally) attained, 
regardless of sex (males are characteristically larger in toothed, females in 
whalebone, whales). As an indieation of the known or estimated extent of 
individual variation in foetal or young animals, four sets of data may be cited: 
(i) for ;'l, 2, 2, sets of twirl foetuses uf Humpback, Sperm, Sei Whales, respectively, 
included in the British Museum statistics quoted by Matthews, the coefficient of 
val'iability, 11, is 2·89, 2'81, ;39'88; ;l'50, 18·29; 0'00, 0·00: (ii) reeords exist for 
most sPQcies of foetal lengths in excess of calf lengths, an extreme case occurring' 
:n the Common Porpoise (modal neoEatal length c. 800 mm.; calves of 711, 500 mm. 
known): (iii) the speeimens that appeal' to constitute the youngest year-elass 
(estimated age 0-4 months) of Harmer's material of the Common Porpoise have 
V = 5'79: (h» the extensive Discovery data on Blue and Fin Whales, as here 
il1terpreted, give for animals of an estimated ag<e of 4-17 months: Blue Whale, 
male (8;3 specimens), V = 5'45, femaJe (;)8), V = 6'75, sexes pooled, V = (j'12; 
Fin Whale, male (88), V = 7'48, feTYlale (61), V =~ 6'6:3, sexes pooled, V = 7·10 .. 
Examples of estimates of variability in conjectural year-classes in older animals 
are: ComIllon Porpoise, Commoll Dolphin, Bottle-nosed Dolphin, oldest (unscxed) 
year-dassE~s (other than those consisting of a single individual), according to the 
present interpretation of Harmer's records, V = 2'45, :3'07, 1';36, respectively; 
Pilot Whale, assumed age about 5 years, male (() specimens) ,V = 2'75, female 
(5), if = ;).'/2 (Scott, 1942). 
It is not improbable that in a given species the length of the calf is, statistically, 
a function of the length of the individual mother-i.e., the present regression 
probably possesses (as is known to be the case with certain size-relationships in 
other forms) an intraspecific, as well as an interspeeifie, validity. 
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A point of some interest is the manner in which the regression cuts so 
ilecisively acyoss taxoncmic boundaries, even that of subordinal I'ank 'IV ork by 
Thompson (1942) and by the authors 'whose researches he reviews has shown. 
indeed, that, in various groups of animals, quite a number of characters genel'aily 
considered to represent qualitative and 'inherent' specific or generic difi'crenees, 
and hence, at least by tacit assumption, to be the visible manifestations of phylo-
genetic diversity, arc actually simple functions of absolute magnitude, Morpho-
logical specificity is thus seen, in these cases, to reside, less ill the individual 
specificity of the memb{,1's of a eonstdlation of form-genes, than in a single size~ 
gene or an integrated polygenic magnitude-system. Preliminary investigation" 
sUg'gest that, among whales, such standanl taxonomic eharactel's as length of 
flipper and length to dorsal fin are, to a first a]lproximation at least (due allowance 
being made for occasional wide divergences apparently interpretable as instances 
of marked specialisation) S1 mple func:tionc; of length of animaL 
(11) MinimuTIl Length of Call (mil of Adult, It will bl' observed that the 
relationship, as formulated, states that, as a limiting cas(', an adult length of 
G em. is assoeiated with a calf length of 44-:l em., or a calf length of 0 em. is 
associated with an adult length of -182 em,; or, again, that for an adult length 
of 5f) em., or less, the length of the calf exceeds the length of the adult-propositions 
that are clearly biological fktions, The general paradox that thus arises 
pragmatieally disposed of by the denial of biological validity to the relation outside 
those limits of size that are actually encountered in nature: the matter is, however, 
worthy of being a subject of inquiry, and some aspects of it are discussed in the 
second section of the paper. At the moment, we need eoncel'n ourselves only with 
the lower limit of actual size, The biologieal zero on the abscissa is then represented, 
not by the mathematical zero, but by the minimum adult length that oceurs (or, 
perhaps, could oceur) among the Cetacea. Lesson (18;;6) speaks of a dolphin 
about 2 fpet long, his Delphinus minimlls, one of the species that' have been namc·d 
and fig'ured by the sight caught of them when ~wirnming'! '(') Present-clay opinion 
puts the minimum length in the neighbourhood of 4-5 feet. or, say, 120-]5(J em. 
Such an adult minimum would be assoeiated, according' to eqnation (1), with an 
initial minimum of 74-81 em,: that. neonatal whales of lesser length than this do, 
however. occur, even if only as occasional specimens of exceptionally ;;mall size, 
is shown by the l'ecOI'd of Van Deinse (ef, Harmer, l!lH), "heady citt'll, of an 
example of Phocaenn ]Jhocnci/(I. Linne 0111y 50 cm, long'. 
In the right-hand column of Table, I the predicted length of the newly bun] 
calf is shown as a percentage of the aSflumed adult length: for the species considered 
(and the range in size is virtually that of the whole order) it varies fro1l1 2"'0 to 
49·7. Hence natal length ranges from about one-quarter to about one-half of full 
adult length; and as sexual maturity commonly considerably antedates fLlll physical 
maturity, it may be expected that, in some of the smaller forms, the neonatal 
animal may at times be more than half as long' as its parent, Among the shorter 
species the ratio of initial to final length will increase rapidly in val ue with 
deereasin,g siZe of parent: with adult length, in cm" of IPO, 160, 140, 120, 1'01' 
instance, the percentage length of calf, as given by the formula, is 4D, 52, 56, 6l. 
respectively. 
(1) The remark of Gray (] 86G, p. 2(7) here quoted. together with his cxdamatiou Inark, pl'ovid~'3. 
incidentally, an oblique comment on the history of a species, l.Jafjcrwih1/lIch?ts 'tuU8oni Lillie, named as 
t'ecently as 19J5: cf. Lillie (HJ15, p. 123). Wilson (1907, p. 9, fig. 7). 
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2. Some Possible Giolog'ical Implications of Equation (0 
(a) Gencml ObseJ"oatiuJis. In the last section it has been noted that the 
relationship between neonatal length and adult length formulated in equation (1) 
involves, as a limiting case, an association of a calf length of 44-:'; em. with an 
a<:lult length of 0 cm., or an association of an adult length of -182 em. with a 
calf length of 0 em., or, again, at an adult length of' 59 em., and below, an excess 
of natal over adult length. In cases of this kind it is conventional to observe that 
a formal extrapolation beyond the 'domain of definition', that is to say. beyond, 
in the present instance, the limiting values of the relevant variables as biologically 
valid and objective magnitudes, must relSult, not unnaturally, in quantitative state~ 
lnents that are, by biolog'ical criteria, meaningless, anomalous, or erroneous; and 
to let the matter Test there. It may not prove wholly unprofitable., howeva, to step 
for a few moments into, or at least to stand at the frontier of, the realm of f1'e(, 
speculation, and to inquire briefly into the possible significance (If the constants 
of the equation. While the relevant, mathematical sjJedfication~ and corollaries are, 
indeed, evident on inspection, certain biological implications that may tend to he 
overlooked will repay investigation. Out' formal analysis leads us, we find, in the 
event, first, into the field Haecker (1925) has tfermeu phenogenetics, the study of 
ontogenesis to determine the stage of development at which the diff"rence between 
types first becomes manifest; secondly, to aetiology in the Thompsollian sense of a 
sub-seienee of the causes operative in both ontogeny and phylogeny, thirdly. at least 
by implication, to the borders of a region, apparently as yet unnamed, that rnay be 
d€scriptively termed 'extra-somatic morphology'. 
(b) COliLJlu8ite Lengths: Mnthcl1Iotim/ and Clm.cqJtnai R1'o.cket.ing. With, as 
before, L signifying length, the prcsutlhe~ a and denoting adult and prenatal, 
and the postsuffix t meaning total, we revvritc equation (1 ) with two sigTlificallt 
tlgul''8s 
J, ,= 0·24 L + 44 
l' t If, t 
Let 0·24 (gradient of the regression line) = )11.; let 44 (intercept on the:> -axis) c; 
let t8S (intercept on the y-axis) = .;l (Fig. 2A). Then 
L L + (5) 
IJ t a t 
and, rearranging;- terms, L ~ c 7n L (6) 
)) t a 
and L '}H ( L + d! (7) 
7) I (J, t 
Since th,c quantities are finite. anr] the appropriate conventions are observed, 
this routine algebraie manipulation is, in itself, uIlobjectionable. Let us now, 
however, take an additional step, and assume, for the moment, the legitimacy of 
bracketing, not only the numerical values, but also the biologieal concepts with 
which the dimensions may be associated. Thus, the dimension length of calf at 
birth, L, can be divided into t1w two cornponents e and ( L --- c): it is postulated 
v t 'IJ f, 
that the concept of length of calf at birth is susceptible of being regul'dcd. for 
biological purposes, as a composite concept, divisible into two dements, fil'st, 
a concept of some recognisable kind of calf length (as yet biologically unspecified) 
legitimately associated with the length-component c, and, secondly, a comparable 
c011cept, the correlate of the length-component ( L ~ c). fjimilarly, the sum of 
j) f: 
L, the ordinary adult length, and el, the abscissal intE'l'cept, is treated, both 
a. /1 
numerically and conceptually, as a composite length. 
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It is desirable to have some sematic eonvention for indicating in which of 
two senses a reference to a dimension is to be taken. In the notation adopted 
the symbol of a dimension eonsidered pel' se includes a literal postsubsnipt written 
without a dash: to the postsubscl'ipt lettel' of a dimension that is to be thought 
of in the context primarily as a composite length, or as a component of a composite 
iength, a dash is added. A dashed postsubscript will often point to a concept, 
an undashed uSLlally to a l1l)mel'ical value, The several lengths, original and 
composite, with theil' subdivisions and components are defined ostentively in Fig;. 2. 
In view, however, of the lack of paralldism in ~tnleture between adult and neonat.al 
composite lengths, it may perhaps he expedient to set out the specifications fonnally, 
as in the next paragraph. 
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., A: 'I'he eGnstauts o[ the regression <2ll11..-1Jilln. 
B-E: Ostentive definitions of ordinal'Y lenj2;ths. composite lengihs, components of 
composite lengthK. The n1agnitudes defined arc t->hown as ('ontinuOl18 lines, 
.~et in a reference fl'amewurh: !)f dashed lines. 
F: Relat1()D hetween sP€eifu.' anti (tHxonmnicnlly) ordinal eonlp<ments (If C0111Posite 
ea1f and adult lengths. 'Yhe (~xtnl-(l;alf-adult) universe is ~haded. 
The vel'tiral scale is throughout twice the horizontal seale. 
To the existing not.ation add: postsuffixes u, a val'iable quantity, and k, 
a constant quantity, such that 0 + k = t (total). F'Llrther add that when a 
dimension-symbol including t is to be read 8S a composite length, t becomes tJ : 
wh<'n I,' and k an' to be regarded as components of a composite length, they become 
and k" being then termed (fo]' reasons noticed below) specific and (taxonomi-
,'ally) 0]'(lina1 components, respectively. Then we have: 
(i) Ordinary Lengths (Fig, :;B) 
Nl'onatal length = L AdLllt length L 
J) t. a t 
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(1i) Composite Lengths (Fig. 2C) 
Composite neonatal length ~:: L 
Composite adult length :--= L L 
)/ 
1J ~r 
J; ;,' 
L 
1)1 ([ 
8J 
L JJ 
I) Ie' )J I 
L + d I"j 
" 
I 
(iii) Variable (Specific) Components of Composite Length (Fig'. 2D) 
Specifie neonatal cornpoll:ent = L L L L - (' 
/) 1,1 J) /,1 }J Ifl J! t, 
Specific adult eomponent = L /, L = L ---- cl L 
n 1,1 a f} a k' (( [,1 H t 
(iVj Constant (Taxonomically Ordinal) Components of Composite Length 
(Fig. 2E) 
(Taxonomically) Ordinal neonatal componcnt = L == L L _..; 
I) 
(Taxonomically) O]'(linal adult component L L = cl 
((, ,(,1 
Equation (Il) can now be l'cwl'itten in the 101'111 
L Il1 L (8), 
that is, the 
component. 
l' Vi 
specific neonatal component is 
Equation (7) can be written 
L 
di1'ectly proportional to the adult specific 
1JL L (9), 
that is, composite neonatal length is directly proportional to composite adult length. 
These two relationships are evident at sight from Figs 2C, 2D, 
Both Land L al'e, of course, theoretically divisible into an indefinite numher 
)J tat 
of systems of components: the justification 101' the division here of each dimension 
into two components, and, further, into the particular two components seleeted, 
is simply the pragmatic one that the algebraic, or geometrical, sitnation sug'gests 
this as an obvious procedure. The question of whether there is equivalence, or 
adequate fOJ'mal cOl'l'espondence, between the opel'ations and Pl'octllcts of algebraic 
bracketing and those of conceptual braeketing is on(' of some difficulty: we assume 
the validity of the procedure provisionally with a view to ascertaining where we 
arc thereby led. 
It will be convenient to divide the rest of the inquiry into three sections, 
the first dealing with the possible biological significance of the concept of composite 
calf length, the second with possible biological significances of the concept of 
composite adult length, and the third with a possible interpretation involving a 
comparison of ('OIl1l'osite calf and adult lengths below the morphologically valid 
minima. 
A. Biological Interpretatioll of Composite Calf Length 
(a) On/inal and Spccific Components. The problem is to find a rnore or less 
evident and 'real' biologieal meaning' for c:omposite c:alf length, L, the sum of 
p tl 
the fission products of the measured lc'ngth at bilth of any species, D, in the 
Jl t, 
sbape of a component, L, of fixed TYulgnitude, and a component, L, intra-
j) k 1 ]) Vi 
specifieally of (statistically) eonstant, but intel'specifieally of variable, magnitude. 
Now, it is not difficult to conceive of the possible existence of a biologically necessary, 
or optimal, millimull1 foetal magnitude of an interspecific validity, a lowest common 
measure, as it were, of cetaceanesse. The composite concept of compmlite calf 
length could thus be the sum of a concept of a constant dimension of specifiable 
embryonicity and a concept of a variable dimension of specifiable embryonicity. 
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It would seem natural next to equate the two concepts to the two numerical com-
ponents of calf length, constant to constant and variable to variable. The ordinary 
measured length of the neonatus is then seen as the simple arithmetic sum of the 
linear dimensions of a phase of intra-uterine development, the length of which 
(44 cm.) is an interspecific constant, and a phase the length of which is directly 
proportional to (being 0·24 of) the adult length of the relevant species. The 
constant L it is proposed to call the' (taxonomically) ordinal component, the 
1J k 1 
variable L the specific component, of composite calf length, [,. (Considel'ation 
p Vi a tl 
of the context should always resolve any possible confusion between ordinal in the 
taxonomic sense and-what does, indeed, enter into the present discussion-ordinal 
in its geometrical sense.) It may here be noted, in passing, that the constant and 
variable fl'actions, Land L ,of composite adult length, L , are likewise termed 
a k 1 a 1)1 a tl 
the ordinal component and the specific component, respectively. 
Clearly, it is impossible to differentiate observationally in the neonatus itself 
between the ordinal and specific fractions of its leng-th. And Land L remain 
]) v1 P ];1 
biological abstractions unless we can interpret them in terms of morphological 
development; that is, unless we can regard them, fol' example, as-to select the 
simplest possibility-associated with, and representative of, two recognisably distinct 
embryological phases. 
(b) Tempora,l Relations of Compouwnts. If two such phases do exist, a question 
that immediately presents itself is that of their temporal character, extent, and 
relation. Are they (i) continuous and strictly successive; (?'i) continuous and 
partly successive (i.e., with some overlap); (iii) continuous, contemporaneous, and 
of equal duration; (i1)) continuous, contemporaneous, but of unequal duration; OJ' 
(v) otherwise characterised and related (e.g., exhibiting discontinuity, periodic or 
aperiodic, manifested wholly contemporaneously, 01' partly contempol'aneousb', 0]' 
successively; and so on)? 
(c) Components Continuous C/nd Strictly S,wces8/:1JC. If the relation is that of 
(i) above, a moment's consideration of the normal course of ontogeny as one of 
increasing differentiation leads to the selection of what has been designated the 
ordinal phase as much more likely to be the prior one. This is so even when the 
differentiation is regarded solely in its individual ontogenetic context: the likelihood 
of ordinal phase priority is enhanced when the embryo's history is regarded also 
as being an approximate cOl'l'elate of phylogeny, at any rate to the extent of 
manifesting the same broad temporal sequence of aromorphs or other major land-
marks. There is thus tentatively pictured, then, an intra-uterine history whose 
first epoch, fro111 fertilisation to the achievement of a fixed length of l'ound about 
0,4 metre, results in the establishment of a degree of morphological differentiation 
(associated with an appropriate measure of overall embryonic integration) that is 
perhaps in some sense constant throughout the order, and whose second, immediately 
succeeding epoch, culminating at birth, involves an increment in length that varies 
with the species, but is in all forms equal to about a quarter of adult length. 
Evidently the constancy of degree of morphological development thus suggested as 
characterising the first epoch could be a constancy in respect of one or other of 
various criteria; of which two call for special notice. 
Is such a definite morphological ;;tatus to be interpreted in terms of interspecific 
or of intraspecific heredity: that is to say, are all cetacean foetuses of length c em., 
of whatsoever species, indistinguishable from one another; or, alternatively, have 
all foetuses, no matter of what speeies, that have attained a length c em. thereby 
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climbed to the same relative rung on their own specific ladders of morphogenesis? 
That whale foetuses of a length of the order of half a metre should exhibit no Sigll 
of specific differentiation would seem to be, on the face of it, a somewhat remote 
contingency. If a constant measure of bodily organisation is characteristically 
associated with the ordinal component, it is hence probably definable in terms of 
the traversing of some fixed fraction of the ontogenetic norm of the species. Since 
the length-increment L of the second epoch is directly proportional to specific 
length-equation (S)-a morphological end-point of the period of growth from 
zen length to a length c that at once suggests itself as probable is that of the 
acquisition of the characteristic features of the relevant species. 
(d) Components Othe1"wise Related. Considerations such as those just out-
lined could be valid only if the nature and the position in time of the two presumed 
developmental epochs were those of (i) in par. (b), above, namely, continuous and 
strictly successive. This will be accepted as the definitive specification of the two 
phases: accordingly, it will be necessary to do little more than glance at some of 
the other possibilities. If the situation were that of (ii), the location and extent 
of the temporal overrun could be determined from a complete time-length gTaph 
of foetal growth if the rates of growth were constant, or subject to constant 
acceleration, but scarcely otherwise. If the situation were that of (iii) or (i1'), 
the phases would be unrecognisable by external, visually determinable critel'ia; 
but might conceivably be interpretable, more 01' less directly, in terms of some 
such element of growth as, for instance, the deposition of a certain amount of 
ugn-crescive framework. Situations of the types suggested by (1) would almDst 
certainly be of too complex a nature to admit of analysis. 
(e) Hus the Hypothetical Two-Phase PectterJ? a Real Existence? It may now 
be inquired whether the hypothetical two-phase pattern that we have been led 
from an examination of equation (1) by a process of purely formal reasoning to 
postulate has any factual existence. (') 
Mackintosh and Wheeler (1929, p. 426) observe regarding the Blue Whale and 
the Fin Whale. 'It is a characteristic feature of the development of these whales 
that the form of the body is practically perfected at a stage when the foetus is 
still very small. A 0'5 ll1. foetus, for instance, differs very little in appearance and 
bodily proportions from the adult and so far as the internal structures are concerned 
the organs are probably all laid clown by the time the foetus has reached 0·1 m.'. 
Matthews (1938b, p. 36) notes that pigmentation has begun in Sei foetuses of 
0·64, 0'51, 0·4 m., and, again (193S[[, p. 119), that in the Sperm Whale pigmentation 
starts before a length of 0·5 m. is reached. Harmer (1927, p. 24) states that 
Guldberg and N ansen (1894, p. 22), to whose paper I have not at present access, 
observe of the White-sided Dolphin, Lagenorhynchlls (fcutus (Gray, 1828), that the 
generic characters are acquired when the foetus reaches one-fifth of its full length, 
which is given as about 950 mm., and the specific characters at about half that length. 
(1) In thE:' pa.pel' as originally written there appear~d, in place of the paragraph to which thi3 
footnote i~ attached, the following sentence. 'Whether or nO" a succession of two phases' of the nature 
and Dl.agnitnde he're envisaged actually occur.::, is a question that should be readily E'nough determine,l 
by an appropriate investigation: the requisite data, lnay, incie'ed, already be contained in the literature, 
but the writer is at present without means of aCCe3tl to likely sources of information '. ThE' striking 
C,oIToborative evidence in the' cases of the Blue Whale and Fin W'hale given by Mackinto3h and Wheelel~. 
and now quoted, was then not at hand. 
It has been thought permissible, in the circumstances, to record here this act of philosophic fait.h. 
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(f) Similar General Conclusions Already Reaehpc/ on Different GnJ'lLnc/s. 
It is of interest to observe that the general conclusions here reached by an inquiry 
into the formal significance of an extrapolation of the equation of regression of 
neonatal on adult length beyond the strict calf-adult domain of dofinition have in 
large part already been arrived at (with particular reference to two species) 
by Mackintosh anc! Wheeler on quite different grounds. At the conclusion of a 
fairly detailed investigation of the sexual cycle and the growth of the calf in 
southern Blue and Fin \Vhales, they remark that the difference in size between 
the two species is apparent quite early in the development of the foetus. 'This 
specifie oifference in size is attained simply by more rapid growth on thE' part of 
the larger species and not by growth spread over a longer period. Blue whales 
are apparently ready for birth at a g-reater length in, if anything, an aetually 
Ehmte:· time than FiTl whales. It is probable that in the early stages of th(; 
development of the foetus, whlen the organs are being formed and the limbs 
completed, the actual increase in length would be approximately the same in both 
species, and it may be suggested that development up to this point does not differ 
in any special way from the development of other mammals, and that the foundations 
for the whale's great subsequent siz·e have not yet been laid down. After this, 
however, instead of development being quietly finished off and birth taking place, 
the rest of gestation is devoted to a great burst of growth, the rapidity of which 
in the different speeies appears to be proportional to the size of the whale when 
fully adult. As it is practically certain that the great size of whales is, from the 
evolutionary point of view, a recently acquired character, it would naturally be 
expected to make its appearance in the later part of gestation. Thus the great 
size of a whale does not necessarily imply the need for a long period to attain that 
size. The capacity for rapid growth is to be regarded rather as one of a number 
of eharacters distinguishing certain whales from other mammals.'. 
(g) Locnt/:on ·in Tiine of the O)"C/i:rwl-Specijic Ontogenetic CrisiR. Conjectural 
curves of foetal growth have been formulated in the Discm!cry Reports for five 
species: for the Blue Whale and Fin Whale by Mackintosh and Wheeler (1929)--
Laurie (1937) reproduces these authors' curve for the Blue Whale, which he finds 
closely fits the additional data obtained by the Southern Princess and the Soutlwrn 
Empress in 1932-3~and for the Humpback, Sperm, and Sei Whales by Matthews 
(1937; 1938a, b). Direct readings from the graphs give the approximate age at 
which a length of 44 CI11. is attained as 2·9, 3·0, 4·0, 4·5, 3·4 months, respectively; 
or about 28, 26, 37, 8(), 86 per cent of the estimated period of gestation. (In an 
unpublished analysis, in which it is shown that three of the five Discovery curves 
are allometric, and, further, that the data for Baineno1'tent boreniis (Linne) and 
Physcter catodon LinnE', the published curves for which species are combinations 
of an earlier curvilinear and a later linear segment, can, by suitable technique, also 
be fitted by a eurve of the form y = In: ct, the equations found for foetal growth 
give an estimated mean age, in these five species, at a length of c cm., of 8·5 :±: 0·27 
months, equivalent to 27·7 ~I= 1·5 per cent of the gestation period, or, in the four 
balaenopterids, ~l'8 ± 0·27 months, or 27·4 ±: 1·9 per cent.) 
A period of three-four months would seem, on the face of it, one of sufficient 
duration to permit of the achievement of the advanced stage of morphological 
differentiation that the present theory postulates: along another line of approaeh, 
there is the evidence of Mackintosh and Wheeler that at a length of the oroey of 
that here associated with the presumed ordinal-specific ontogenetic crisis foetuses 
of the Blue WhaJe and Fin VVhale differ little, except in point of size, from the 
adult animal. 
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(h) Meal? Ratio,'" oj' OJ'ow/1t in Ordillal aNd Specific Plw8c.,. On the basis of 
th2 allometJ'ic cUJoves of foetal growth no[(·d above, and the definitive neonatal and 
ad ult lengths of Table I, the estima ted nwan rates of growth. in em. pel' month, 
of Blue, Fin, Humpbaek, Sei, SVLOl'm WhalLOs during" the onlinal phase an, 15'1, 115':" 
10'9, 13'0, IO·f), respectively; while those during the specific: phase an, 8~H5, 7;;';~, 
44·3, 46·7, 30,4. 
For the fOUl' halaenollterids thC' I'egression uf mean specifk phase gl'owth rate 
on arIul t length is lineal', with a sig'nifieanee of be-ttel' than P =-= 0,01: the inciusion 
of the physetel'id reduces P 10 about 0,1. Thus while it is posciibJe the mean raVe 
of growth during the foetal phase given over primarily to increase in bulk is a 1 il1l'aJ.' 
function of adult length in all whales, there may, 011 the other hand, perhaps exist 
a series of (pl'obably not greatly dissimilar) family, 01' other, norms, 
In the t('n species of whales, l'Ppresentativp of three families, herr> considered 
it has been established that the actual increment ill length of the foetLls from a 
h:ngth of 44 em. to birth, j,e" in the course of the specific phase, is directly 
proportional to adult length, By the use of the concept of composite lengths this 
relation assumes the symmetrical and elegant form·-equation (I-\)--of a constancy 
of ratio of specific components. 
B. Biological Interpretation of Composite Adult Length 
(a) Contnist between NcoYICtt,al and Adlflt Ordinal COJn}JoJwn/::;. Some tentative 
conclusions having been reached l'egarding' the significanc:e of composite calf length, 
attention may next be turned to the investigatir)lJ of composite adult length. 
In its general sense (with an intel'specific applieatioIl) composite adult length 
j~ the sum of all ordinal component, L , which is a length, d, of 182 em., 
(1 hI 
and a spec:ific component, L , equivalent to the >letual meas11l'able length in em. 
(1, 0'1 
of the relevant species, As is shown by equation (9), it is llireetly proportional 
to eomposite, and hence to ord inary, lleonatal lellgth. 
A marked diifel'ence in nature charaeterises the ordinal fraction of ealf length 
and the ordinal fraction of adult length. The former is a real quantity in the sense 
that, by hypothesis, it represents the measurable length-if only, in the limit, 
the instantaneous length-of a foetal organism In the neonatus it continues tl) 
make a contribution, numerieally specifiable, to the total length of the animal: 
though, it is h'ue, it no longer eonstitutes a similarly specifiable morphologieal 
fraction-extension, l)e!' se, is still there, but the matter whose linear distribution 
was formerly determined by measurement is now (in the form of itself Ol' of 
metabolic replacement of equivalent mass), by protoplasmie intnsllssc:eptiol1, 
redistributed, with loss of its original diagnostic spatial and anatomical quiddity. 
The latter, on the other hand, is unreal in the sense that it is, so far as can be 
seen, at all times a purely abstract magnitude, being in no known eil'cumstances 
directly interpretable as so much 'length of solid whale', and even appearing, 
in an extrapolation in the neonatal-adult graph, as a negative dimension, 
(b) Foul' Selected Aspects of PrO/i/enl tif SignijiGO)7ce of L , Of the various 
(t 1e1 
aspects of the general problem of the significance of the ordinal adult component 
that present themselves for inquiry, four only will be lloticed here. These eentre 
on the following suggestions: first, that the magnitudl' of L is determined by 
(l 1.- 1 
the factors of the mathematical situation aheady examined, and is hence without 
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recognisable or necessary biological significance; secondly, that L l'espresents 
a. 1.'.1 
a value more logically associated with a correlation surface than with a regression 
line; thirdly, that the observed regression of L on L involves an intelligible 
geometrical specification of 
fourthlv. that Land L 
" . a le 1 }) 1t1 
j) t (1 t 
adult form in terms of extra-somatic magnitudes; 
l'epresent phylogenetic norms uf adult and foetal size. 
Some of the points raised present some novelty and difficulty; and it will be feasible 
to st~t(). but scarcely to discuss, them. 
(c) Ordinal CO'lnponent as Mathematically Detcrm.ined. The existence and 
magnitude of L are, in a purely mathematical sense, neeessal'Y consequences of the 
a leI 
magnitude of the numericai coefficient of L and of the constant tenn c in equation 
(t- t 
(1): in graphical terms, d, the .abscissal intercept of the extrapolated regression 
line, is determined jointly by m, the gradient, and c, the intercept on the y-axis. 
If, then, to andm are accepted as the values of two definitive biological quantities of 
whose relationship the regression equation is a complete specification d, or L , 
a le 1 
may be a mere logical cOl'Ollal'Y of them and without any necessary, or recognisable, 
biological significance, 
(d) B'iologica./ Situation Better Regarded as a Correlation than as a Regl'e,~sion, 
\Vith the term correlation used, in a common sense, simply to denote a tendency 
for two variables to vary in magnitude ]Hu'i ]j(!,SSU, and the term regression in a 
strict sense of a meaSUl'e of magnitude of' mutual change in two quantities standing 
in a more or less obvious relation of cause and effect, the distinction between 
correlation and regression is clearly enough marked at the extremes. Borderline 
caEes are, however, not infrequent in practice: and in such instances the regression 
technique is often adopted as a matter of expediency, with a view to the convenience 
of having the relationship so formulated as readily to yield estimates of individual 
variate:;. Needless to say, there is no difference of formal validity of the results 
of the two procedures, and the matter at issue is not a mathematical one: the point 
here to be made is that the mere employment of the regression method of approach 
may, in itself, be taken to derive fl'Clfl1 an implicit assumption of a recognisable 
causal relation between the two sets of variates, and such an assumption may, 
upon occasion, by estoppel of inquiry, lead to failure to recognise the existence 
of a less proximate principle. This may be the case here. Of the three quantities 
c,m, fl, the first has, indeed, b,,;en provisionally interpreted as length at the close 
of an earlier, so-called ordinal phase, and the second is the ratio of the increment 
in length during a second, so-called specific phase to the total adult length; while 
the third so far remains uninterpl'leted.We have, however, at the moment, 
no adequate grounds for selecting 'tll and c, or, indeed, any particular pair of 
fadOl'S, as the unique data of the general problem of significance that arises with 
extrapolation heyond the confines of the original ealf-adult universe; nor, indeed, 
any logical warrant even for assuming all three to be other than principal and 
coiirdinate factors of an esemplastic vital situation in which such an element as, 
for instance, duration is of comparable significance with extension. It may therefore 
be suggested it is not unlikely that the two magnitudes for which modal descriptions 
have been found are, in effect, indices of biological optima themselves as yet 
unrecognised, though not improbably susceptible of formulation, on further inves-
tigation, in terms of measurable quantities (such as-to take instances involving 
length only, and neither time nor mass-are a-volume relations, coelome-foetus 
size-ratio), In such circumstances the meaning of d is still open to search. 
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(e) Significancc of Ea;tra-Somatic Spnt'ial Framc/corks of Reference. Now, 
a biological length of an extra-somatic or, in one sense, 'imaginary' character, 
or' including an extra-somatic 01' 'imaginary' segment, may well appear, on the 
face of it, a somewhat surprising datum. That the coneept of a composite length, 
in the sense of a length made UJl of a segment, or segments, measured along an 
axis of the body of an animal and a segment extending freely into space beyond 
the physical boundaries of the animal can represent a simple and convenient 
specification of morphological pattern is well exemplified in an admirable study of 
the body-forms of fishes by Gregory (1928). In the fish figured in illustration 
of his terminology (Fig. 117A) the opisthion-pygidion interval is~and in most 
teleosts and elasmobranchs it will be~a composite length, comprising a somatic 
pygidion-uranion segment and an extra-somatic m·anion-opisthion segment. 
N ow, as Gregory points out (p. 337), the distance of the opisthion behind the 
pygidion is evidently (cf. his Fig. 118D) a fUllction of his dorso-poster-ioT angle, 
which is the upper half of the angle of the run. Here, then, the magnitude of a 
segment of the produced anteroposterior body-axis that~in those fishes with 
postul'anic opisthion; and they constitute the modal group (Gregory, p. 349)~lies 
w holly in space outside the body becomes, by a simple geometrical transformation, 
a direct specification of body-form. Again, the following remarkable relation has 
been found, on analysis of data collected by the writer, to obtain in the False Killer 
'Whale (there is reason to believe that, with some possible modification, it holds 
good in various other species also). Let a series of important anatomical landmarks 
De numbered in sequence of their OCCUlTence, proceeding caudad along the main 
antcl"o-posterior axis, from :2 to 9 (no landmark has yet betm associated with 1). 
Then the logarithms of the lengths from the tip of the snout (prosthion) to the 
several points constitute a linear function of the logarithms of the relevcll1t natural 
numbers. That is, if '" = length from tip of snout to given anatomical landmark; 
TI = :~, :3 .... 9, then 
'" = Ank 
en 
(10) 
The last term, n = 9, is the caudal notch, 01· the morphological end-point of the 
body. In a world perhaps not wholly devoid of grain of quinary idiosyncrasy it is 
not unnatural to inquire, what is n = 10, and where is it located? As to its location, 
it clearly lies wmewhere on the produced main body-axis in postcaudal extra-
somatic space: as to its nature, it has been found to be a point of intersection in a 
eircmn-somatic system of axes of reference such that if !! is thp distance, measured 
from it as origin, to any point on the anteroposterior axis caudad of the dorsal fin, 
and if .1: is the girth at the level of that point, y = c,,",k. 
'While in the first of these examples the composite length is, from the point of 
view of morphological specification, an U, }Jriori geometrical construction, a subject 
for prognosis, in the second it is u posterio),i, a subject for diagnosis, the observed 
situation (formulated, in this instance, empirically) being intel·pl'etable anatomically 
only by fUlther inquiry (in this instance. the conclusion was l'eached by ad hoc 
methods). It is possible the position in regard to the present eomposite 1 ength 
L , of which L , or ct, is the extra-corporeal segment, is analogous to that in 
a (1 (L III 
the second example cited, 
(f) Interpretation of [, 1/1/(1 L a8 Arlult rluri Foctu,/ Ph)jlogenetic Norms. 
It is found~equation (8); Fig. 2D, Fig. 2F triangle RST~that the specific com-
ponent of calf length (L -- c) is diJ'cctly proportional to the speeiflc eomponent 
p t 
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L , ihe fonner divided by tIll' latter lx,jng tall ilL Again, the taxonomically ordinal 
calf component divided by the taxonomically ordinal adult component d is tan m, 
N ow, in Part A reasons have been advanced for reg'arcling the prenatal speciiic:-
ordinal ratio ( L- c) ,1(: as the llumerical eOUnLel'lWrt of a g'pnuine and sig'nifleant 
fJ i 
specific-onlinaJ eoncl:pt nltio, L L, m the embryonic hist01'y, Dol'S it folIow, 
k1 
by symmetry, that the adult 
palt of a genuine spc;cific-onlinal coneept 
ratio L i rI is the numEH'ical countcel'-
a t/ 
ratio, L / L , in adult hist(wy'! 
{1. '0 1 a I,;' 
Expressed geometrically, the argument is as follows, The triangles HTS, 
PRO, in Fig. 2F, are similal', and TS/HS = EO/PO (= tan 'Ifl,), and TS/RO =: 
RS/PO: but TS/RO is. if our cm'lier conclusions are valid, the numerical correlate 
of the biologically interpretable prenatal ratio L / L. : is it to be expected, by th2 
[J Vi P k 1 
logic of symmetry, that RS/PO is in similar manner the numerical correlate of 
a biologically interpretable adult ratio? 
It will be l'ealizeG, of COUTse. that by interpreting the situation in a pun~Jy 
geometrical sem'e the orig'inal Cartesian formulation has been departed from, and 
attention is no longer paid to sign. In view of the fact that, taking OQ in Fig. 2E 
as the measured adult length of the smallest species, everything to the left of th2 
line TQ lies outside the domain of definition of the original variables, it is not 
altogether surprising, but perhaps rather to be expectc·d, that an anomaly in sign 
should be encountered, The calf length on adult length reg'l'esRion graph, extra-
polated beyond its biologically valid minimal values, is now being asked to bear a 
heavy weight. of extl'a-limital signifieance, and j,.; being examined as a potential 
source of clue,; to the naturE' of an evolutionary situation, into which duration, 
not in itself inherent in the graph, enters as an essential element. 
Since L, our analysis leads us to condude, represents a minimum length to 
j) ,,1 
whieh all foetuses, of whatsoever species, must attain before 
as species-differentiated foet.uses, the logical parallel for L 
they begin to exist 
would appear to be 
that of the minimum length to which all adults, of whatsoever species, must attain 
before they begin to exist as species-differentiated adults. But d is a negative 
quantit.y, and does not appear in the ordinary adult length as a measurable quantity. 
It would seem, accordingly, on this intel'pretation, to precede the ordinary adult 
length in time, and appan:ntly to represent the length of a generalised, phylogenetic 
nor111 of cetacean adult. esse, in short, an archetype. Its non-contemporaneity with 
the length of the individual specimen of whale would then be symbolically indieated 
both by its location outside the formal, observable domain of definition and by its 
negative Big'n, As specified by equation (1) its value is 182 em.: the use of equations 
(2) and (:3) give alternative values of 172, 15~) em. Tn a similar way L could 
IJ hl 
be intel'[ll'eted as a phylogenetic. foetus norl11; its length being approximately one" 
fourth of the length of the phylogenetic adult. norm. It should be observed that 
acceptance of this interpretation of L does not of necessity invalidate the 
a kl 
suggestions considered above under (d) and (0) of subsection B, since it represents 
an apparent justification of (fl), and may be an example of, or be exemplified by, 
(e): again, the jJresent meaning attached to L is not antagonistic to, but is an 
p /(1 
extension or restatement of, conclusions l'eac.hed in subsection A. 
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The formal jJarallelism that 011 development of th,c position here l'r:ached is 
>',een to characterise the two original variables of cal[ length and adult length 
beyond the original domain of definition is ta'iefly rliscnsRt'd in th" next subspctiol1. 
C Formal Correspondem'p of thE' Disarticulated Varinbles hp.vond the Calf-\duH 
Domain of Definition 
The suggested interpn,tation of L and L as sizc'-nOl'111S of -intcg:rated 
i) kJ. a. /,:1 
biological units leads, when further develuped, to the recognition of a lloiewodhy 
cOrl'espondt'nce between the original variables of calf length and adult it,ngth 
when these arp disarticulated at the level of biologically minimum size, subjected 
to separate analysis, and then suitably (;quated. A tic,tailen discussion or the 
probiem lies beyond the scope of the present paper; but the following' brief aCColmt, 
taken in conjunction with Figs :3A, ClB, will serve to make cleat· the more immediately 
relevant aspects of the g'enel'al situation. 
~iXTr< A- (Cf\Lf-A~u L T) U~" IV E R SE 
LEVEL OF GRf'D[D INDIVIDUAL.ITY 
DUAL 
~~~~'=~ :~~'~~~c \l_vCT~\~I-~";'~~~~1 ";,,::~~~~y,le DCOT('~~~\:i\0(~<I;:;,12~;\ 1",lL. ~;',~~~1\-·'~~:'.~,,, 
u. l ~ ..... ~ 
(~ t,' L 
~~'L Du,,'''UL\ '-1 ("or""11 nl ,\dul r Al)cIl T' ,N', ~'c'c~;:r":l;\~~"P~\;:..,~.d' \")"1'['171.,.:"<,; de.),,,,,··,, 
P,,"'-'H1',"P)s f, ,,,,,,,' 
f're .9n,iiv,d",,1 '1~I"v,d",,1 I LEV[LOFGRAD[~ INDIVIDUALITY FIG"3tS. 
ONTOC[I'IH,cTL\',~-LIN>_ Z"-'c::"::.."':.c''-_________ _ 
d b 
b __ ------- (' 
~DUlT U"",,,r, ," '1 p",\. ,\ A,I ;1 
Ci1!.,JI'/lrll,!~L 
{ PHYLOGENET1C \. ·\.COt~T\I'JG[NT ADULTI' - ~ 
---------,--------
Fl(;. ::A, Formal f2orre81)Ondellc(·~ hetween the disarticulated Y~H'iables beYOl1f! the caH-adult 
domain of J'eferenee. 
Fw. :-lB.--Contingent. adult :in the' ontogenetic tinle-line E:.'(juated with eontingenL adull ill the 
phylogenetie time-line. Tn this diagram a, b, c, aI, b\ (:1, have the same eon nota-
tions as in diagram A. 
, Foetu~' is here used in <-l speeiai sense: unqualified, i1 m(;~Ul:> a \vhaie foctns 
of leng·th l~ (see Fjl1:. 2E) ; as a 'realised foetus '. it means u \vhale f{wtus 
p k 1 
of any ieng'Lh he1.\vC?ll L and l~ (sel~ l!'i,L!.'. 2C), 
"k'J jl 
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If Land L are, as sug'gested, phylogenetic norms, they are also, insofar 
)} k 1 a. 1.- 1 
as they persist, ontogenetic norms. Now, the problem of equating the disarticulated 
variables is found to involve the equating, in some fashion, of ontogenetic histO'l'Y 
with phylogenetic history. Hence it seem,; convenient to choose out of Land 
L vne component to be treated (along with its associated variable component 
a k) 
for minimum length) from its individual aspect, while the other invariable com-
ponent, with its associated variable component for minimum length, is treated 
from its racial aspect. On several obvious grounds, it would seem natural to select 
the adult disarticulated extra-universe moiety as the phylogenetic time-line, 
functioning essentially as vehiele for continuous existence, and the calf moiety as 
the ontogenetic time-line, functioning essentially as vehicle for discrete existence. 
The results of the analysis of the time-lines, and the bringing of them into 
formal correspondence on the basis of the subsistence, recognised earlier, of ordinal 
equivalence between Land L are shown in Fig. 8A. The disarticulated 
1) kl a, k 1 
variables, regarded as time-lines, are marked abc and a.'b'e" the correspondence 
between a and a' being mathematically one of zeros, biologically one of zygotes 
in esse and in posse, the correspondence between band b' being that of the ordinal 
equivalence between Land L just noted, the correspondence between e and e' 
]J k 1 (t k j 
being that of extra-universe origins: everything to the left of ee' lies outside the 
domain of definition, while to the right of ee' the variables, elsewhere disengaged, 
are articulated as the variates on which the regression (!quation is based. The 
figure is otherwise self-explanatory. 
In Fig. 3B, in which eL, b, c, a" b" c' have the same connotation as in Fig. 3A, 
attention is called to the fact that the whole ontogenetic time-line ad (that is, 
the duration of L ,01' L) is that of contingent adulthood, and is hence the 
a, k 1 0- f. 
formal correlate of a'b' (that is, the duration of L ,or el) the phylogenetic time-
a 1.:1 
line of contingent adulthood. It is assumed the equivalence may be extended to 
covel' the linear dimensions characteristic of these durations. Hence, if ad is, 
for a whale of biological minimum, or of otherwise typical, size, say, 150 ± 30 cm., 
this would be the expected value also for n'b': the difference in sign between a'b' 
and wd when these are transferred to an algebraic context (the former then becoming 
L , and the latter, in the absence of an available symbol in L, becoming L) 
u. k 1 1J n t 
would presumably symbolise the difference between them in respect of individuation, 
nd being, in sum, individual at adult level (fOl' meaning of individual at adult level, 
see Fig. 3A), while a'b' is pl'e-individual, a result that is, in effect, a restatement 
of that obtained above in suhsection B (I). 
In this trpatment the problem has been subjected to some artificial simplification 
in two ways: first, by the assumption of the subsistence of identity of meaning' 
hetween ' adult', which as used in connexion with the original data refers to animals 
of modaJ maximum size (i.e., at full physical maturity), and 'sexually mature'; 
secondly, by the adoption of a convention in accordance with which parenthood is 
taken to follow adulthood (in the sense of physical maturity), whereas it characteris· 
tically precedes it. These are, it will be found, however, merely formal simplifications, 
the adoption of which does not invalidate the main conclusions, but serves to 
facilitate their exposition. 
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Summary 
1. Eclectic estimates of length of calf at birth, L, and modal maximum 
I) t 
length of adult, L. in ten species of whales (ranging in size from the Common 
a t 
Porpoise to the Blue "Whale) yield a. highly significant lineal' regression of neonatal 
on adult length, the equation of the best fit for the ten pairs of variates being 
(dimensions in em.) 
L = 0·2441 L + 44<1 
fJ t a t 
2. The intercept, c, of the graph on the ;t;-axis (44 em.) formally denotes the 
length of the calf of a whale of zero length, and the intercept, d, of the graph on 
the y-axis (-182 cm.) formally denotes the length of a whale characterised by 
giving birth to a calf of zero len,goth. These dinwnsions clearly transgress the 
limits of the domain of definition of the calf-adult size-ratio problem; and appeal' 
to be, on the face of it, merely biological fictions. An attempt is made, however, 
to find biolog-ical meanings for them. 
:3. The general technique of investig-ation may be described as 'conceptual 
bracketing- '. Lengths are dissected to give' composite lengths', each the sum of 
11 constant and a variable. A comparable bracketing- of the biological COl1C(c!pts 
associated with the component dimensions is then carried out. The validity of the 
procedure is provisionally accepted with a view to ascertaining the rcsults that 
flow from the assumptions made; and it appeRrs that biologically intellig-ible meanings 
can be found fOJ.· the apparently biologically non-sig-nificant extrapolations noted in 
paragraph 2 above. The introduction of temporal sequence and duration, not 
formally inherent in the variates, into the region external to the original domain 
of definition is involved as a necessary feature in the interpretation proposed for c, 
and it also enters into one or more of the possible interpretations of d. 
4. Of the two components of composite calf length, the constant c, 01' its 
conccptual correlate L ,is interpreted as an ordinal character, having a common 
)) /,:1 
and invariable manifestation in foetuses of all species, and the variable ( L - c), 
p t 
1)1' its conceptual correlate I" is interpreted as a ~pecific character, directly 
fJ 1,1 
proportional to adult length. On L being set earlier in time than L, there 
v ~ p ~ 
emerges a picture of cetacean embryonic history as a two-phase pattern, one phase 
beginning at birth and culminating, at a length of about 44 em., in the achievement 
of morphological specificity, the other phase continuing till birth, and being largely 
given over to increase in mere bulle In four balaenopterids the approximate age 
at which the ordinal-specific crisis occurs would appeal' to be 3-4 months. For the 
actual existence of sueh a hypothetical pattern, here formulated by a train of 
purely formal reasoning from an examination of the neonatal-adult leng-th regres-
sion, some din!ct evidence is availabk in the case of two or tlll'ee species. 
5. The variable component of composite adult length is ordinary adult length 
L , with conceptual equivalent L. The constant component d, 01' its conceptual 
a t n tl 
eOl'l'elate L , may be without necessary or l'ecognisable biological signifieance. 
a k 1 
If biologically signifieant, it is pel'haps most likely to be interpretable as (a) an 
index, coordinate with the (geometrically) ordinal intercept and the gradient of 
the regJ'essiol1 line, of an esempJastic biological optimum not yet diagnosed (possibly 
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an aJ'ea-vojume relation); 0]' (I) j an ext.ra-somatic segment of a body-axis, consti-
tuting part of an external fnll11ework of reference, and susceptible, on appropriate 
geometrical transformation, of dired interpretation in tel'ms of ol'din3 ry somatic 
landmarks and dimensi()flS; 01' (c) a dimension, presumably total j(cflgth, of' a 
cetacean archetype. 
G. A development of (ej in pan1.g'l'aph 5 above lear]s to the ]1l'iIllHl'y v;n'iables 
being disarticulated a t the level of biologically minimum size, trcated as ontogenetic 
and phylogenetic time-Hnes, and brought into C01TPsponclcnce, It is found thE' 
duration of L ,now indentificd as phylogenetic contingent adult length, is t'Ciuated 
(t h 1 
with the duration of L ,or L, now identified as ontogenetic adult length. Hence, 
a '1)1 a t 
jf L i~ assoeiated with a lineal' dimension oJ'. say, 150 ~±~ ilO em., this will be thl' 
a t 
expected value also for' L the difference in siim, in an algebraic context, being 
symbolic of a difference m individuation, the former being, in sum, individual, 
the latter pre-individual. 
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TABLE I 
REGRESSION OF Nl;JONATAL LENGTH, T D, 
11 t 
ON ADULT LENGTH, L: 
a t 
TEN SPECIES OF WHAL}i;S 
Data from UariOl{8 80i{'rte8 (sec Tc;l'/) 
Species 
Phocacna 7)lwcaeJ1([ Linne 
De/phil/Wi delphis (Linne) 
L(I[Jcnol'hynch us albiJ'ostris (Gray) 
Assumed 
Adult 
Leng'th, 
L 
260 
--------------.------- ---------
N eorlatal Len,gth, 
L, cm. 
[J f. 
i -------
A~sumed Prcdictpd 
80 87 
I L I p t 
(predicted) 
as Per-
centage of 
L 
(assumed) 
49'7 
--------- ---------
105 108 4] ,4 
125 118 I ~l9'2 
Tw'siops tl'u'IIcttins (Montag'u) 
, [---_., 
~J50 1:10 i 180 , 37·1 
--- -·---·--1 1------
270 I_~~ ___ I~~--Balucnoptcl'tt acutol'ostl'l1tu Lacepede [l10 
--------------_._----- ---------
catodoll Linne 1600 41.5 27,2 
----------------------_.- -------- -_ .. _----
Bu/cwlloptcm borealis (Lesson) IG30 442 27·1 
I 
~~u":,'.m n:'"" (Bn=",c)-- IG80 460 -----::--r 270---
------------- ---------------- --,------- ----1-------- ,.---------
tJa/ucnoptcra jihysalu8 (Linne) 2400 G50 I 630 I 26·2 
1 I 
-------------------------- ---- --------1----1----, 
I 715 ! 26'0 
, I 
Bn/uenopte),(I 111_118011,1,((8 (Linne) 700 
